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Summary
Melssen R.M.V.J.: Detection of elliptical segments in noisy line images.

M. Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands, December 1995.

Esprit project 6042 concerns the automatic recognition of workpieces using a "Vision Survey
System". With the aid of a monochrome camera grey images are made of an unknown object.
These images contain information about the type and size of the workpiece. The grey images are
transformed in binary contour images. To compress the amount of information, features are
extracted. Until now only features like straight line segments could be extracted. There is a need
for extraction of features like circular arc segments to recognize workpieces which contain circular
contours. Because circles, when viewed obliquely, are observed as ellipses, whieh are distorted
egg-shaped when projected onto the image plane because of the perpeetivity, and the camera
generally observes the workpiece with an angle, it is almost trivial to directly extract elliptical arc
segments. Perspective distortion is not considered in this research. A method is described which
extracts elliptical arc segments in a binary contour image. To achieve this, the contours in the
binary contour images are extracted first. The contours are then approximated with straight line
segments. A conic is fit through the end points of the approximated straight line segments. This
conic acts as a first order estimate of the ellipse. At last a recursive Kalman filter is used to fit an
ellipse through the original points of the contour.

Samenvatting
Melssen R.M.V.J.: Detectie van elliptische segmenten in verstoorde lijnbeelden

Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep Meten en Regelen (ER), Faculteit Electrotechniek, Technische
Universiteit Eindhoven, december 1995.

Esprit projekt 6042 heeft betrekking op het automatisch herkennen van werkstukken met een
"Vision Survey System". Met behulp van een monochrome camera worden grijsbeelden van een
onbekend werkstuk gemaakt. Deze beelden bevatten gegevens omtrent het type werkstuk en de
afmetingen ervan. De grijsbeelden worden getransformeerd naar binaire contourbeelden. Om de
hoeveelheid gegevens te comprimeren, worden verschillende kenmerken uit deze beelden
geextraheerd. Tot nu toe konden alleen kenmerken zoals reehte lijnsegmenten geextraheerd
worden. Om ook werkstukken te kunnen herkennen die een cirkelsegment als contour hebben, is
het nodig dat er ook cirkelvormige Iijnsegmenten geextraheerd kunnen worden. Omdat cirkels
onder een hoek gezien als een ellips worden waargenomen, die bij afbeelding op het beeldvlak
door perspectiviteit nog eivormig worden vervormd, en de camera's in het algemeen de
werkstukken onder een hoek waarnemen, Iigt het voor de hand om direkt ellipsvormige
Iijnsegmenten te extraheren. In dit onderzoek wordt de perspectiefvervorming buiten beschouwing
gelaten en er wordt een methode behandeld die ellipsvormige lijnsegmenten uit een binair
contourbeeld kan extraheren. Daartoe worden eerst de in het binaire beeld voorkomende contouren
geextraheerd die worden benaderd met reehte lijnen. Er wordt nu een kegelsnede berekend die
door vijf eindpunten van de benaderde rechte loopt. Dit is een beginschatting voor de ellips. Met
behulp van een iteratief Kalman filter wordt nu een betere schatting gemaakt van de ellips die
door de gevonden edgepixels loopt.
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Glossary
Resolution cell:

Pixel:

Grey level image:

The smallest elementary square area in a spatial image having an
associated image intensity.

A picture element, which can be expressed as a quadruple,
who's first element is a resolution cell and who's second element
is the image intensity value (pixel value). The third and fourth
elements are the x and y coordinate of the position of the pixel
in an image. In this report x and y can vary between zero and
511 (integer values only).

(Or: grey image). Image in which the image intensity values of
each pixel has an integer value. Grey level images typically have
pixels with image intensity values in the range from 0 (black) to
255 (white).

Binary contour image: Image obtained from a grey level image, in which each pixel has
two possible values. Typically the value zero means
"background", while one means "foreground" or "object".

Edge:

Edge point:

Edge pixel:

Edge chain:

Line

Line segment

Straight line:

A sudden change of intensity in a 20 grey level image.

A pixel in a binary contour image that is labelled as
"foreground" or "object"

See edge point.

An ordered list of edge pixels.

A (possible) curved line

A part of a line

A line in 20 space which can be represented by the equation
ax+by+c=O.

Straight line segment: A part of a straight line from which the endpoints are determined
by two different points on the straight line considered.

Conic:

Ellipse:

Ellipse segment:

A line in 20 space which can be represented by the equation
ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = O.

A part of the circumference of the ellipse.



Introduction

1 Introduction.

Damaged ships are usually repaired by replacing the damaged parts with new constructed
ones. Such workpieces are unique and were so far assembled and welded entirely
manually. It is desirable to replace the manual labour by automatic robotic welding. The
Measurement and Control Section of the Department Of Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology is involved in a project that tries to achieve this.
This project is Esprit project 6042: "Intelligent robotic welding system for unique
fabrications", Hephaestos II.

To enable the production robotic welding system to recognize workpiece categories and
collect geometrical data for robot programs to automatically weld seams, 3D computer
vision can be used. Generally the first step in 3D computer vision, consists of the
acquisition of visual information from a scene. Therefore a vision survey system (VSS) is
being designed for the project that consists of a low level vision part and a high level
vision part.

The low level vision part deals with the acquiring of images using one or more cameras
and the detection of lines and arcs in it. The images are digitized in a 512 x 512 pixel
matrix and every pixel has coordinates (xj,YJ in the range from 0 untill 511. From here
edge points are detected in the grey level images. This results in a binary contour image
in which every edge point represents a sudden change of intensity in the 2D grey level
image. The next step in the low level vision part is to obtain straight lines and arcs.

The high level vision part deals with the recognition and reconstruction of the 3D
workpiece, using the obtained line images. The high level vision part also concerns the
generation of 3D geometrical data that can be used to indentify the weld paths and to
derive robot programs.

Untill now, only straight line segments could be detected in the grey level images. In this
report a straight line segment is part of a line in 2D space which can be represented by
the equation ax + by + c = O. This report describes a method to detect elliptical arcs.
The reason for this is because ellipses may occur in 2D images through the projection of
3D circles onto the image plane as long as the perspective influence is ignored. Thus they
are a powerful feature to determine the 3D orientation of objects containing circular
features. With this new feature a whole new class of objects can be recognized. The
method, which relies on the method described in [18], contains the following.

First the binary contour image is converted into a number of chains of linked edge points
or edge chains. An edge chain of linked edge points is a list of edge points which were
connected in the binary contour image. An edge point is connnected with another edge
point if the distance between the two x-coordinates of the edge points and the distance
between the two y-coordinates of the two edge points is at most one. This type of
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Introduction

. connection between tWQ e<lge p~xels is called eight connectivity. An edge chain contains at
least two but sometimes more than one hundred edge points. So an edge point in an edge
chain doesn't have to be connected to all the other ones in the list. For example, if edge
points x,y and z have coordinates (0,0), (1,0) and (2,1), then x is connected with y and y
is connected with z (and visa versa). The corresponding edge chain will be: (0,0), (1,0),
(2,1). The edge chains represent the different contours of the object(s) in the binary
contour image. Generally a contour of an object will be represented by one of more edge
chains due to occlusions.

The next stage is to find a polygonal approximation of the edge chains. A contour of an
object can be approximated by one or more straight line segments. The starting and end
point of a segment are also points of the chain. Each segment starts where the one before
ended. Because now the contours of an object are converted in an edge chain, the edge
chain has to be approximated. This is done by marking some edge points as end point or
beginning point of a straight line segment which approximates the contour of the object.
This are the so called breakpoints. How these breakpoints are calculated is shown in
Chapter 2.

Contours which are approximated by at least two straight line segments are candidates for
the ellipse fitting part. Knowing this polygonal approximation, five points are selected
through which a conic is fit. These five points are the found breakpoints. If there are less
than five breakpoints, some soft breakpoints arc determined. This is the case when the
edge chain is approximated by less than four line segments. The conic is a first order
approximation of the edge chain. A recursive Kalman filter is used to fit an ellipse
through all of the edge pixels of the approximated edge chain if the conic was an ellipse.

Because quality of the grey level images in this project is very poor, the contours are
very scattered and the Edge chain procedure (which produces the linked edge chains)
needs to be enhanced. Otherwise no long linked edge chains will be found and no ellipses
will be detected.

This report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the ellipse extraction algorithm will be
explained while Chapter 3 displays the results of the algorithm. Conclusion are derived in
Chapter 4 and recommendations are presented in Chapter 5.
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The ellipse detection algorithm

2 The ellipse detection algorithm.
A key problem area in computer vision is the identification of objects from images. The
extraction of meaningful features from images using edges is often used as a first step in
the identification process. To be useful for model matching, edges must be represented in
a more manageable form. The simplest type of description of a feature is a straight line
segment. In practice many other types are required, such as circular and elliptic arc
segments, to accomodate the description of more complex images. The following section
will give a short overview about ellipse detection techniques.

2.1 Ellipse detection - A short overview.
The problem faced is the following. With the aid of a monochrome camera a grey image
was taken of a workpiece which had to be recognized. These grey images are converted
to a binary contour image. The size of this image is 512 * 512 pixels. Each of the pixels
has coordinates (Xj,YJ (0 < = i < = 511 ; integer values only) and an image intensity
value (one or zero) representing an edge or not. Typically the background colour
corresponds with an image intensity value of zero while the foreground colour (or object)
colour correseponds with an image intensity colour of one. Edges are sudden changes in
intensity in grey level images. Whenever there is an edge in the grey level images there is
an edge point or foreground pixel at the corresponding position. An example of such a
binary contour image is given in figure 1.
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Figure 1 : An example of a binary contour image.
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It is relatively easy for a human to recognize a part of a circle in the middle of the binary
contour image. The problem faced is to detect (parts of) an ellipse in the binary contour
image. Because it is unrealistic to expect a vision system to detect (parts of) an ellipse
which a trained human could not detect [6], we try to design a ellipse detection algorithm
which detects (recognizes) the same circumferences of (partial) ellipses a trained human
would detect. In the case of figure 1 there is only one part of an ellipse visable so the
ellipse detection algorithm should detect only that part of an ellipse.

To tackle the problem it is easier if the problem is divided into more manageable pieces.
The problem is usually divided into two stages. The first stage is to extract those edge
points which belong to the circumference of the ellipse while the second stage is to fit an
ellipse to the extracted edge points. In our project we have to deal with ellipse segments
of 60 degrees so there is at most 1/6th of the circumference of the ellipse visable in the
binary contour image. This makes the problem much more difficult.

Another problem is the quality of the binary contour images. In our project the quality of
the grey image is very poor and therefore also the quality of the binary contour image.
The quality of the grey image could be partially enhanced with proper lighting of the
object. The poor quality of the grey image results in partially occluded ellipses in the
binary contour images. Also the resolution of the image and the presents of noise are of
great influence of the detection alorithm.

Quality in this case is subjective because there is no criterion defined. To give some idea
about good or bad quality: the synthetic image of figure 1 is an example of a binary
contour image which could be described as a good quality image. In Chapter 3 several
examples of binary contour images of different quality are outlined.

Thus the two main problems encountered are first the problem of determining which edge
pixels belong to the contour of the ellipse and second the problem of fitting an ellipse
through the found edge pixels. A method is known which extracts edge pixels which
belong to a contour [18] but there is no literature that deals with small sections of an
ellipse. In this project contours are fragmented in a lot of small sections so this is still a
problem. When it comes to fitting ellipses, there is a variety of solutions. The two most
common approaches are the Hough transform [4,9,10] and the fitting of ellipses
minimizing some error function [15,16,18].

The Hough transform is not well suited for several reasons. Firstly, it does not produce a
unique solution. Secondly, the search space is multidimensionai for higher-order
representations such as elliptic arcs, which increases and complicates computation.
Thirdly, it requires a large number of data points for good results. The last consideration
is important since we may wish to fit ellipses to a small number of data points.

If the edge points are already segmented into sets of edge points, then error minimisation
techniques are appropriate. An example of a minimizing error function is the well known
'Least Squares Estimation (LSE)' function [15]. Although the LSE method performs well
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in the presence of Gaussian noise (Le. noise with zero mean and variance dl), it becomes
unreliable for non Gaussian noise. In particular is the method sensitive for outliers
(samples located far from the local trend). Also the LSE method suffers from the problem
that it needs a large portion of the ellipse in order to be sufficiently accurate. Otherwise it
is biased to high curvature solutions. This means that the method tries to fit an ellipse
with high curvature. Considerable data reduction is obtained when the data are segmented
with a straight line approximation algorithm.

Rosin and West [18] have used a method which makes use of straight line segments which
represent some set of edge pixels. Then they fit a conic through the end points of the
approximation. The end points being the end points of the straight line segments. This is
the starting configuration for the bias-corrected extended Kalman filter which is a
recursive Least Squares filter. The normal extended Kalman filter showed surprisingly
that it is just as biased towards high curvature as Least Squares. The bias-corrected
extended Kalman filter does not have this drawback. Another advantage of the filter is
that it requires only a small section of an ellipse.

The method of Rosin and West [18] is implemented. Also the problem of segmenting the
edge pixels in sets representing the different contours is implemented. The remainder of
this report explains the methods further and shows the results of the testing fase.
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The ellipse detection algorithm

2.2 The edge chain algorithm.
When using the method described in [18], a problem could arise. If the set of edge pixels
is small, the straight line approximation part will approximate the sets of edge points with
one or a small number of lines. Because the ellipse extraction part will only try to
approximate ellipses through sets of edge points which has been approximated by at least
two straight line segments, only very few or possibly none ellipses are tried to being fit.
Therefore it is desirable that the sets of edge points are as large as possible. This could be
a problem if the quality of the original edge image is very poor and the lines are very
scattered or corrupted with noise. In the Esprit project this is the case! To prevent the
method from being not useful it is necessary that the edge chain extraction algorithm is of
extremely good quality. "Extremely good quality" in this case means, that when a set of
edge pixels visually is seen as one (part of a) line or arc segment, the edge chain
extraction algorithm identifies this set as one set of edge pixels.

2.2.1 The extraction of edge chains.

The first step in the edge chain extraction algorithm is to determine whether two edge
pixels are connected with each other. There are several kinds of connection defined
between two pixels for instance: 4-connectivity, 8-connectivity or 24-connectivity. In this
report 8-connectivity is used. The distinction between 4-, 8- and 24-connectivity is
outlined in figure 2....------------------------,

4- connectivity.

a-connectivity.

24-connectivity

I I
T"':'=_.._.... ". ~~~~ L_..... A 0 _ .• ..t "A __ . .. ~ __ ~4__

rlbuIC;~• .L.J111CIc;llU:: Uc;LWC;C;1l 't-, 0- dllU .:.'t-\';ullll~UVllY,

With 8-connectivity each pixel (except border pixels) has 8 neighbour pixels. If it is
assumed that background pixels have a value of zero, then we can state that each of the
neighbour pixels is connected with the middle one if both the middle one and the
neighbour pixel have a pixel value of "one". The edge chain algorithm starts by
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inspecting the pixels in the binary contour image, starting at coordinate (0,0), from left
through right and from top 'till bottom untill the last pixel ( (511,511) ) is processed.
Everytime a foreground pixel is encountered, that is, a pixel with pixel value "one", it is
assumed to be a starting pixel of an edge chain. An edge chain is a chain of connected
edge pixels. The algorithm then checks if the pixel has any neighbour pixels which have a
pixel value of one (8-connectivity). If it has no neighbour pixel which is connected, the
pixel was an isolated one and is deleted from the binary contour image. This is done by
setting the pixel value to zero.
If the pixel has only one neighbour pixel, the pixel is also deleted from the binary contour
image but in addition it is saved in the computers memory as a pixel of edge chain. This
is done because in next stages the edge chains have to be processed.

The edge chain is saved in the computers memory as an ordered list of edge pixels.
Therefore the representation of an edge chain as a list of connected edge pixels will be
called an edge chain. Then the neighbour pixel which was connected is also deleted from
the binary contour image and saved in the memory of the computer as a neighbour pixel
of the first one. The next step is to search for connected neighbour pixels of the second
pixel. This is repeated exhaustively untill the last pixel processed has no connecting
neighbour pixel.

If it happens that a pixel has two or more connected neighbour pixels the algorithm then
has to choose which connected neighbour pixel fits best to the edge chain. In order to
choose the best option, it is desirable to know in which direction the edge chain was
going and try to persist in the same direction. This means you have to remember what
direction you were going. A first order method to remember the "search direction" is to
remember the two last found pixels and derive a direction out of it. Everytime a new
pixel is found, the search direction has to be updated. A possibility to derive direction
between two pixels which are 8-connected, is explained in figure 3. The direction know
has a code number which is an integer number between zero and seven to distinguish
between the eight possible directions.

5

4

3

6

2

7

o

1

code numbers 0, 3, and 5. Search directions

Figure 3: The direction encoding.

It is possible to enhance the search direction by taking more than the last two pixels into
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consideration. Taking the last "nil pixels of the chain into consideration needs of course at
least an edge chain of lin" pixels long. This is a problem when the edge chain is not that
long. A solution to that problem is a search direction which depends on a variable
number of edge pixels. A drawback of a higher-order computation of the search direction
is the computational overhead. Because further stages of the algorithm can cope with
possible wrong choices, and computational overhead is not desired, no higher-order
method was developed.

The first order method wich only considers the last two edge pixels, is implemented. A
direct consequence of this method is that straight lines are favoured because the order of
the method is one.

Because elliptic curves exhibit no sharp corners, it is smart to search only in directions
which do not yield sharp corners. For example (see figure 4), if the last two pixels found
are identified (n-I) and (n) as depicted, search only in the three directions 1,2,3 for pixel
number (n+I).

Figure 4: The possible search directions.

This is a first attempt to extract only edge chains which does not exhibit sharp corners.
Of course there are possibilities which will lead to edge chains with visual sharp corners.
An example is drawn in figure 5. If the binary contour image contained amongst others
this edge chain, it will be detected by the first part of edge extraction algorithm as one
edge chain. Further stages try to eliminate those cases too.

Figure 5: A possible sharp corner.
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Thus, so far the algorithm scans the binary contour image pixel by pixel until it finds a
starting pixel of an edge chain. It then follows the chain as far as possible, deleting the
found pixels in the binary contour image. After the detection of a complete chain, it then
saves the chain into it's memory, and starts searching for another chain beginning at the
next position after the starting pixel of the last chain. When the end of the binary contour
image is reached, it saves the found chains in a file. The format of this file and an
example of it can be found in chapter 3.

2.2.2 The splitting Case.

As pointed out at the end of the last section, there are possibilities which could be
destructive for the ellipse extraction algorithm. For example, if the binary contour image
contains amongst others, the following part (see figure 6), the edge chain algorithm will
find two edge chains. One with a relatively sharp comer in it and one which is a short
line segment (labelled with arrow" I").

2

Figure 6 : Two edge chains; One has a "relatively sharp" comer.
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Because ellipses does not exhibit relatively sharp comers, there is need for an algorithm
which favours curves which does not contain relatively sharp comers. Perceptually seen,
it is better to find two chains (in the case of figure 6): one big curve and a straight one
which ends in the middle of the big curve.

So there is need for an algorithm which cuts a found chain in one or more pieces if the
chain exhibits relatively sharp comers. By now it is time to define what exactly a
relatively sharp comer is. In mathematics a sharp comer is a comer between zero and
7r/2 radials. Because the workpiece is seen obliquely, sharp angles could be projected as
obtuse angles in the 2D image plane. An angle of 3*7r/4 radials is visually still seen as an
relatively sharp angle. Perceptually the limit is approximately 2.5 radials. From now on a
relatively sharp comer is defined as an angle between 0 and 2.5 radials.
If an algorithm would disconnect curve 1 at the point where arrow 3 points at, in two
pieces, another algorithm should connect the first part of edge chain 1 with chain 2 in
order to obtain the desired large edge chain. This means that there is need for a
complementing algorithm. This Merge algorithm which should connect the two edge
chains is outlined in paragraph 2.2.3.

To find the relatively sharp comers of a curve, the k-curvature at a point (xj,YJ (in
radials) of the curve is computed. k-curvature is defined as:

C kCi\ ISkC·) Sk/.) IlJ= r 1. - I ~l I

where

and

are the right and left hand k-slopes of the curve at point (Xj,YJ in radials. A problem
arises when k is taken too small. The edge chains are then broken down in too small
pieces because a lot more sharp corners are detected. Because too small edge chains are
not considered in the merging fase, a vaiue of k iess man 5 couid cause probiems.
Therefore a vaiue of k=5 was used in ihe experimenis.
So point (Xj,YJ needs at least 5 points before and after itself in an edge chain. Thus the
minimum length of an edge chain needs to be 11 in order to be checked for a relative
sharp comer. Thus for a point (Xj,YJ to be marked as an relatively sharp comer the k
curvature number should be less than 2.5 radials.

10
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2.2.3 The merging fase.

After the edge chains are broken at some places, it is time to connect those chains which
would visually be pointed out as one. A criterion is needed to determine which edge
chains should be connected. There is no objective criterion known so a subjective one was
constructed. A guideline could be the distance between the endpoint of the first chain and
the beginning of the second one. Because ellipses exhibit no sharp comers, the connection
of the two curves should be fluently. First a few definitions:

The Euclidean distance is used as a measure of distance. The Euclidean distance between
two points (XhYI) and (X2,Y2) is defined as see fi ure 7 :

D= (Y2-y t i+(X2-X1)2

Figure 7 : The Euclidean distance.

! I(Y2-Y1II

( )
1(X2-X1)I

: (X2,Y2)". .

:.: ::.: I:: :::::: II'::'::
· . . . .. . . .

(xl.~,)·····.····,···,······ . .· . .

The 2-dimensional starting vector !!I of an
edge chain is defined as the vector which
starts at the first edge point of the chain
and ends at the 10th edge point of the
chain. If the chain length is less than 10,
then the n-th edge point is taken as the
end point with equal to the length of the
chain. Similarly a 2-dimensional end
vector !!2 is defined which starts at the last
pixel of the chain and ends at the pixel
which is 10 pixels before the last one. The
start and end vector are only defined for
chains which are at least 4 pixels long
because otherwise the chains are too small
to exhibit a visual direction.

If the pixels in the edge chain are numbered starting from zero until (n-l), then the
starting vector !!I and the end vector !!2 have directions 6. 6e which are defined formally:

where i equals the the edge chain length minus one with a maximum of 10. 6. and 6e vary
between -1d2 and +1r/2 radials. An example of an edge chain of length 15 with belonging
starting and end vector is given in figure 8.
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"-20

Figure 8 : the start and end vector

With the aid of the former definitions a merge criterion can be constructed to determine
which edge chains should be connected. The described criterion is a criterion which acts
locally because the start and end vector contain only local information of the (typicaliy
much longer) edge chain. Nonetheless, as will be seen in Chapter 3, this merge criterion
works reasonably well.

First the criterion is stated:

The merge criterion (version 1):

Given two edge chains CI and C2, with corresponding start and end vectors Dill Die, full
fi2e, which have directions fils' file' 62s , fi2e, then merge the two chains resulting one edge
chain if the following three conditions are satisfied:

1) The Euclidean distance between the start or end point of the first edge chain and
the start or end point of the second edge chain is at most of length GAP. GAP is a
distance which is determined subjectively. Typically GAP is 10.

Remark: Due to the search method of the edge chain algorithm, there is a beginning and
end of every edge chain. Therefore there is a distinction between the beginning
and ending of a edge chain. Of course visually the two can be interchanged.

2) The absolute difference between the angle 61x, and 62x of the vector of which the
beginning or end is within distance GAP of the beginning or end of the second
vector, is at most PHI radials. Typically PHI is 0.5 radials.

12
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3) The inner product (nix • lbJ of nIx and n2x is negative.

If two edge chains are merged to one edge chain then the resulting edge chain has a
length which is equal to the sum of the individual edge chain lengths. The starting vector
will be the starting or ending vector of the first edge chain which was not near the second
edge chain. Similarly the end vector is the starting or end vector of the second edge chain
which was not near the first edge chain.

Condition one means that the beginning or end of the first edge chain is within the
neighbourhood of the beginning or end of the second edge chain. Condition two and three
together see to it that two edge chains are only merged if the connection is fluently
because ellipses do not exhibit relatively sharp comers. Figure 9 is an example of two
edge chains which will be merged. In figure 10 the two edge chains will not be merged
because condition 3 (the inner product condition) is not met.

n2s
n2e :$ 7'

DIs ~.. -J PHI

_1III·1l--~~n·1e"'~ ~AP

Figure 9: chains will be merged

n1s n1 n1e
• •

1n2s n2 n2e
GAP

B •
61s - 0 61e - 0 62s-0 62e-0

(n15. n25) > 0 (n1e • n2e) > 0

Figure 10: Two edge chains will not be merged
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The ellipse detection algorithm

The merge algorithm will merge according to the criterion. But what if there are more
edge chains which pass the 3 conditions. A simple solution is to merge the first edge
chain with the first edge chain which passes the tests. A better option is to decide which
edge chain 'fits' best to the first one. Now we have to decide which one is 'better' than
the other. Another possibility is to try all possibilities. In that case some merged edge
chains have duplicate sections. The first option is the simplist one and is computationally
the least expensive one. A disadvantage is of course the possibility of a wrong choice of
merging. The third option is computationally the most expensive one. The second option
is implemented because in most cases it produces a good result. The second option can be
extended to the third one with little effort if necessary.

The final version of the merge criterion which is implemented, is stated below.

The merge criterion (version 2):

Given two edge chains CI and C2, with corresponding start and end vectors !lis' !lIe, !l2S'
fi2e, which have directions filS' file, 62.. fi2e, then merge the two chains resulting one edge
chain if the following three conditions are satisfied:

1) The Euclidean distance between the start or end point of the first edge chain and
the start or end point of the second edge chain is at most of length GAP. GAP is a
distance which is determined subjectively. Typically GAP is 10.

Remark: Due to the search method of the edge chain algorithm, there is a beginning and
end of every edge chain. Therefore there is a distinction between the beginning
and ending of a edge chain. Of course visually the two can be interchanged.

2) The absolute difference between the angle filx, and fi2x of the vector of which the
beginning or end is near the beginning or end of the second vector, is at most PHI
radials. Typically PHI is 0.5 radials.

3) The inner product (nIx. !hJ of !llx and !l2x is negative.

4) If there are other edge chains (C3,C4, ••• ) which pass the three conditions so far,
then choose the 'best' option. The 'best' option is the one which has an angle
ALPHA which has the smallest deviation with the angle fi lx of the first edge chain
(see also figure 11).
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The ellipse detection algorithm

«4

C1

«3

I. ,"'-------C3

- Edge chain

figure 11: The best option for merge

The implementation of the algorithm of the merging fase is given in Chapter 3.
The merge algorithm is a subjective algorithm which works locally. There are cases
thinkable in which the algorithm fails. This is because of of two reasons. The first reason
is that the algorithm checks only locally. The second reason is that the algorithm not
chooses the best pair of line segments which are within the distance GAP, but chooses the
best option for one line segment. This is explained in figure 12.

,

Figure 12: The possibility of a wrong connection.

Obviously line segments two an three should be merged into one line segment. If line
segment three is processed first, the algorithm has to choose between line segment two
and one and will choose two as the best option. On the other hand if line segment 1 is
processed first, the algorithm has to choose between line segments two and three. Now
line segment three is chosen. The results will show an example of this failure.

A possible solution to overcome this problem is given in Chapter 3. Furthermore the way
to determine the angles fix can be enhanced taking more points into consideration. Also
condition 4 in the second version of the merge criterion could enhanced, for example by
taking not only the angle ALPHA into consideration, but also the angle fix of the second
edge chain.
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The polygonal approximation algorithm

2.3 The polygonal approximation algorithm

Until now only the foreground (or object) pixels of the binary contour image are divided
into a set of edge chains. The collection of edge pixels in every chain represents (a part
of a) contour of an object. Yet there is no classification of the set of edge pixels in the
edge chain. It can be of any type. To determine if a set of edge pixels stems from an
elliptic contour, a fitting procedure is used. The Kalman filter is used to fit an ellipse
through a set of edge points. The Kalman filter is of a recursive form. To start the
algorithm, an initial estimate is needed. This initial estimate is obtained by fitting a conic
through five points of the edge chain. Depending on the accuracy of the initial fit,
compared to the resulting fit, the recursive filter reaches the resulting fit in a number of
iterations. The more accurate the initial fit, the less iterations are needed. To achieve a
more accurate initial estimate, the five points through which a conic is fit should be
wisely chosen. To find such points a polygonal approximation procedure is used. Rosin
and West [18] described the following method.
A list of edge pixels is hypothesized as being a line passing through it's end points. A
line is a straight line in 2D space which can be represented by the equation ax + by +c
= O. This line is segmented into two lists at the point of maximum deviation. This is the
point at which the Euclidean distance between the straight line and the point is at the
maximum. The process is repeated recursively on each of the two edge chains. The
recursive proces is halted when an edge chain is smaller than 4 edge pixels or the
deviation is less than 3 pixels.
Figure 13 is an example of a polygonal approximation in three levels. A part of the
circumference of an ellipse is approximated. The contour of the edge chain is drawn as a
fluent thick line in stead of a set of discrete edge pixels.

1 2 3

I
1 _

Figure 13 : The recursive approximation in 3 steps.
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The conic function

2.4 The conic function.

Once the set of edge pixels in the edge chain is approximated by a polygonal, it is time to
extract five edge pixels through which a conic is fit. Candidate edge pixels are the pixels
of the end points of the straight line segments. If the edge chain is approximated by only
one straight line segment, the edge chain was a representation of a straight line contour.
Therefore no ellipse is trying to be fit through the edgepixels. If the edge chain was
approximated by two straight line segments, it is more likely that it originates from a
elliptical curved contour segment. With two approximated segments, there are three
different end points (see figure 14). Because five are needed, two so called soft break
points are introduced. This are two other edge points (2 and 4 in figure 14) chosen
regularly spaced between the other edge points.

3 4

5

The soft break points 2 and 4

Figure 14: the break points

If the edge chain is approximated by three straight line segments, four end points are
already known so only one soft break point is needed. The fifth point is chosen in the
middle between points two and three (see figure 15).

5

3

- edge chain

- polygonal approximation

Figure 15
segments

Approximation of three straight line
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The conic function

In the case of four approximated line segments there are exactly 5 end points so no extra
soft break points are needed. When there are five or more straight line segments
approximated, chose at least the beginning and end point of the edge chain. The three
other points needed can be chosen equally divided between the other end points. In
practice not often a contour is approximated by more than 4 straight line segments.

Once the five points are found, a conic is fit through them. The general equation of a
conic is given by:

Q(x,y) - ax2 + bxy + Cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0

The six parameters a.. f represent six degrees of freedom. Because an ellipse has only 5
parameters, there is one parameter not needed. Since a+c can never be zero for an
ellipse, a+c can be normalized to one:

a+c=l ==> c=l-a
Now the equation becomes:

Q(x,y) = ax2 + bxy + (l-a)y2 + dx + ey + f = 0

< = = > Q(x,y) - a(x2 - y2) + bxy + dx + ey + (f + y2) = 0

The five edge points (Xj,YJ, i= 1..5, which were found have to be solutions of the conic
equation. To find the parameters a.. f, five simultaneous equations have to be solved
namely:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
,., '1".. .•. .,...,,...

a~xs~ - ys*J -r DXsYs -r oXs -r eys -r r -r Ys- = u

Once the five equations are solved, the initial estimate of the parameters of the conic are
known. Only initial estimates which are ellipses are passed to the Kalman filter.
To guarantee that the conic equation describes an ellipse, the parameters a,b and c must
satisfy the following inequality :

b2
- 4ac < 0
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Because

this yields :

2.5 The Kalman filter

a + c = 1

b2
- 4a(1-a) < 0

The conic function

The extended Kalman filter (Jazwinski [7]), can be used to find the optimal fit to (small)
sections of ellipse data, and to predict confidence envelopes to facilitate search for further
ellipse data. The drawback of the extended Kalman filter is that it is biased towards high
curvature fits. This means that the filter will come up with a solution which has relatively
short half axes. Porrill [13], developed a method to overcome this problem. A lineair bias
correction was developed for the extended Kalman filter. Below a briefe description of
the extended Kalman filter and the lineair bias-corrected Kalman filter are given. Also the
results of Porrill [13] are discussed to outline the expected results in our project.

The description of a general conic as described in section 2.4 is:

F(a,b,c,d,e,f,x,y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0

Because an ellipse can be described with only 5 parameters, the normalisation a + c = 1
can be made. All ellipses can now be descibed by the 5-dimensional vector:

a = (a,b,d,e,ty

where the superscript t denotes the transposed of the row (a,b,d,e,t).
Observations are of the form:

related to their true values by:

where the noise Vi has expected value zero and a 2*2 covariance matrix:

Now the conic function can be described by:

F(a,x) = a(x2_y2) + bxy + dx +ey + f + y2 = 0
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The information of the accuracy of the parameters is contained in the covariance matrix
S. The initial estimate ao of the parameters is rendered uncertain by setting the initial
covariance matrix So to be diagonal with large values on the diagonal. The extended
Kalman filter is a recursive filter which calculates estimates ~ and 81 using the previous
estimation 3t-l and SI-l and also the coordinates of the edge point xt which is the current
measurement.
The fitting process is iterated by using the result of the process as a new initial estimate
until the change in the ellipse parameters is less than the the expected error.

To find the minimum of the following quadratic form:

the extended iterating Kalman equations (Jazwinski [7]) can be used:

t • Si-lhi
ai=ai - 1+(z;-h;(a;_l-ai »-2----

o· +h!S. tho
1 "- ,

(s0 Ih .)(S. Ih .)tS.=S. - 1- 1 ,- 1

I ,-1 2 t
o· +h.S. Iho1 1 1- ,

where

and

and
~. = an estimate of the parameters at iteration step i-I

This filter gives the maximum liklyhood estimate of a vector a given prior knowledge that
a has an expected value 30 and covariance 80 and given the values Zj of a series of
measurements:

Because the parameters 3t are constant in time, the best estimate at iteration step (i-I) is
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The Kalman filter.

~l. Therefore the equation of 1lj goes down to:

S·lh.,- I
a.=at l+Z.-----

I - l 2
a· +h!S. Ih.l I ,- ,

A bias correction for the extended Kalman filter can be obtained if a different hi is used.
In stead of hi we now use (see Porrill [13]):

This can be explained as follows.
When we try to minimize:

over all ai and Xi subject to the measurement constraints we can approximate the dj to
Iineair order if they are small.
Where

d 2 * t -1 *. =(x.-x. ) R. (x.-x.)
I " I I ,

At the minimum d j is the perpendicular distance from the point Xi· to the surface F=O in
X space. For xt close to the surface d j can be calculated to linearized order as:

*
d. =_F_<a_,x_l_)

, (Ji(a)

where O'i(a) is defined as:

If both numerator and denominator are expanded to lineair order, the estimate of Q(a) is :
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The extended Kalman filter is thus the result of expanding the numerator of d j to lineair
order, but ignoring the linear correction in the denominator. Luckily the same iteration
formulas can be used if the correted hi is used in stead.

Portill [13] concludes that the biased corrected filter produced better results with respect
to the bias aspect. But both filters are instable if the curve sections are short or the
accuracy of the data is not good enough. The example considered was the following. The
data consisted of 320 points generated on a short section of an ellipse, to which Gaussian
noise was added with a standard deviation of 0.02, 0.1 or 0.5 pixels. It showed that that
the resulting fitted ellipses could vary a lot if a standard deviation of 0.5 pixels was
taken. Even with a standard deviation of 0.1 pixels the results were poor. A standard
deviation of 0.02 yielded acceptable results. The accuracy of an ellipse is equal to (Porrill
[13]):

where L is the length of the curve and (J is the accuracy of the points and the density of
the points which is equal with the number of points/length.

Thus to obtain an accurate fit the accuracy of the data points must be very good and also
the line length is very important. In our project the line segments were initially very
short. That was the reason for the developement of a merge algorithm. The standard
deviation of the data pixels is very high because there was no subpixel information about
the position of the pixel and there was too much noise. Thus the expectations about the
results in our project should be moderate.
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3 Implementation and test results
The ellipse detection algorithm described in the previous chapter, is implemented in the C
programming language and tested with several images. Also a 'view' program was
developed (and implemented) to view the results of the ellipse dectection algorithm. With
this program it is possible to view the results after the several stages of the ellipse
detection algorithm. The 'ellipse detection' program and the 'view' program are described
first. Next, the results of the ellipse detection program are given. Finally a method is
discussed which will produce better results.

3.1 The ellipse detection program.

The ellipse detection program is implemented in the following way. First the program
loads the binary contour image from disc into the computers memory. Then the function
Find_edge_chains extracts the edge chains from the binary contour image. The function
Split splits the chain at relative sharp comers and Merge will connect chains which satisfy
the merge criterion. After the approximation fase a conic is calculated. The Conics which
represent ellipses are fed forward to the Kalman function which will fit an ellipse through
the edge points. The body of the ellipse detection program is implemented as follows:

main0
{
Initialisation0;
Find_edge_chains (edgefile);
SplitO;
Merge0,'
Approximate0;
Conic0;
Kalman0;

} /* end mainO */

/* Reads input file and initializes */
/* Extracts edge chains of the binary contour image*/
/* Splits chains at relatively sharp corners */
/* Merges chains */
/* Approximates edge chain with lines */
/* Detennines conic through breakpoints */
/* Fits ellipses through data */

With the view program, one can view the results of the different fases of the ellipse
detection program. It is possible to view the binary contour image. Also the user can
'zoom in' on 5 different sections of the binary contour image. The extracted edge chains
can be viewed in colour. Every chain is drawn in a random colour to emphasize the fact
that the chains are seperated of each other. This principal is also used when viewing the
edge chains after the splitting, merging and approximating fase. The output of the conic
funtion can be viewed only in one drawing colour because it is expected that there are
only a few possibilities extracted.
The view program needs the filename of the binary contour image as well as the path
name of the directory as parameters when the program is run. Furthermore the program
expects the different files, which are made by the different functions in the edge detection
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program, in the same directory as the one which contains the binary contour image.

The function Find_edge_chains(edgefile) which extracts the edge chains of the input
image, is implemented as follows:

Find_edge_chains(edgefile),'
{
For (x=O,' x< =511; x++)
For (y=O; y< =511; y++)

{ If (edge point (x,y) is foregrond pixel)
{ If (edge point (x,y) has neighbour edge pixels)

{ choose neigbour edge pixel;
save first edge pixel and neighbour,'
delete first edge pixel and neighbour edge pixel from image
determine search_direction;

search_next_edgeyixel(x,y ,search_direction)
}

}
}

} /* end Find_edge_chains(edgefile);

Remark: The function Search_next_edgeyixel(x,y,search_direction), is a recursive
function and searches until a pixel has no neighbours.

Every function in the ellipse detection program stores the result in a file, ready for use
for the next function in line. The file format of the functions Find_edge_chains(edgefile),
SplitO and MergeO is as follows:

/1
(x,y)(x,y) .... (x,y)
/2
(x,y)(x,y) .... (x,y)
E

/* The number of the edge chain
/* All the coordinates of the edge pixels in the edge chain

1* Indicating the end of the file

The file of the function ApproximateO has the same format as the former one except that
that coordinates, are the coordinates of the begin and end points of the approximated
lines.

The file which is made by the function Conic is almost of the same format except that the
coordinates (x,y) are now changed in the values of the five parameters.

The which is made by the function KalmanO has the same format as the conic file format.
Only now the values of the parameters are the parameters of the final fitted ellipse.
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3.2 The testing results.

The ellipse detection algorithm is tested with three different binary contour images. The
first binary contour image was that of figure 1 which is given again in figure 16 for
convenience. This image exhibits one clear elliptical segment. The second example was
the binary contour image given in figure 17. This example exhibits a part of a replicate of
an object which has to be recognized in the Esprit project. The object was painted in one
colour. A drawing of the totall object is given if figure 18. The last example is a binary
contour image (see figure 19) of a part of the same object as the one drawn in figure 16
except this binary contour image origins from the real object in the Esprit project. Clearly
the last example is an example of a low quality binary contour image. One can recognize
virtually nothing.
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Figure 16 : The first example of a binary contour image.
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Figure 18 : An example of a workpiece of the STRINGER category.
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Figure 19 : An image of a part of the workpiece of figure 16 in a real situation.

Every example is processed. Figures 20 through 23 give the results after the different
functions. Figure 20 shows the extracted edge chains. Every (edge chain) is drawn in a
different colour to emphasize the different chains. Some chains are accentuated a little bit
for clarity. Figure 21 shows the chains after the merging fase. The elliptical segment has
been extracted as one chain. In this case the split and merge algorithms work. Figure 22
shows the result after the polygonal approximation fase. Only chains which were
approximated by at least two straight line segments are drawn. Figure 23 shows the result
of the conics which were found superimposed on the original binary contour image. Only
one conic was an ellipse therefore only one was drawn. Notice that the found elliptical
conic is almost the correct one. Unfortunatly the Kalman function, which was
implemented, produced strange results, probably due to a bug in the program. Therefore
there are no results of the filter given. Remarkable is that the found conic is already a
very good estimate of the searched ellipse.
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Figure 20 : The extracted edge chains.
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Figure 21 : The extracted edge chains after the merging fase.
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Fig 22 : The approximated edge chains.
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fig 23 : The found elliptical conic super imposed on the original image.
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Figures 24 through 28 show the result of the second example. This was the example of
replica object. Figure 17 showed the binary contour image. The quality of this image is a
bit worse than the quality of the first example. The reason for that is that in the first
example the conditions were optimal. In the first example a black piece of paper (the
elliptical segment) was put on white pieces of paper. This resulted in a very contrastfull
grey image. Therefore the extracted binary contour image was of good quality. In the
second example, a replica of a part of the workpiece was put on the floor. Because of the
lighting, the floor, the distance, the shadows and the noise, this resulted in a worse
quality picture. Compared to the last example, the quality is reasonable.
Figure 24 shows the extracted edge chains. There are two elliptical contours visible. An
arrow (1) points at the spot where the use of the split function is needed. If the long red
edge chain was not split into two pieces, it would be merged with the small green edge
chain resulting an relatively sharp corner. Only half of the elliptical segment would be
found, merged together with the almost straight right line. Because of the splitting, one
long edge chain will be found representing the elliptical segment of the object.

The second arrow point at a section where the wrong edge chains will be connected. This
wrong merging of edge chains was pointed out in section 2.2.3 " The result can be
viewed in figure 26.

/

/
Figure 24 : The extracted edge chains.
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Figure 25 Edge chains after the split fase
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Figure 26 Results after the merge fase.
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Figure 28 : Results after the conic fase

Figure 27 : Results after the approximating fase.
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Because the object is made of a thick wooden plate, two thin edge chains are visible in
the binary contour image. Figure 25 shows the edge chains after the splitting fase. Figure
26 shows the merged version of the edge chains. Figure 27 shows the approximated
version of figure 26. In figure 28 only two small ellipses are found at the wrong places.
This is because the conic algorithm rejects non ellipses. Apparently the three long
elliptically curved edge chains are of parabolic or hyperbolic type and thus rejected.

The last example was that of a practical binary contour image. The image was taken at
the shipyard in Greece. Figure 19 showed the poor quality of the picture. Figure 29
shows the result after the approximation fase. One elliptical contour of the workpiece is
extracted as one edge chain. Unfortunately, because of th locallity of the merge
algorithm, the long straight segment after the curve is connected to the elliptical segment.
It is clear that the quality of the binary contour image is too low to recognize anything.

Figure 29 : The approximated version.
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3.3 A possible solution for wrong merging.

As pointed out in section 2.2.3, sometimes the merging algorithm merges the wrong edge
chains due to the simplicity of the algorithm. Also can be seen (see figure 27) that the
merge algorithm works only locally. This leads also to edge chains through which no
ellipse can be fitted. A solution for this problem can be found in the following principle.

When the edge chains are approximated by the polygonal algorithm, split those edge
chains at the breakpoints. Now, only (almost) straight edge chains are found. Then try to
fit an ellipse through an edge chain. If possible, extend the chain with a chain which is in
the neighbourhood (merge criterion). If an ellipse can be fitted through the resulting
chain, the second chain is connected with the first one and a third edge chain is searched
for. This continues until no chains can be merged. In that case the merged edge chains
are always approximated by ellipses and no edge chains are merged which will lead non
elliptical approximations.

---------------- -- --------- --
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4 Conclusions
A part of a Vision Survey System is being developed which extracts some information
from an input image. In this report a method is described which extracts elliptical contour
segments from a binary contour image if there are any. As stated by Hanijik [6],

"It is unrealistic to expect that a Vision System is able to interpret images which cannot
be clearly interpreted by a trained human observer".

In the case of the Esprit project, the grey level images are of very low quality. The
extracted binary contour images are therefore also of very low quality. The result is a
picture in which a human barely anything could recognize. This makes the problem
unreasonably difficult. In stead of trying to develop a method which can handle such low
quality images, it is much easier to put a little effort in enhancing the grey images.

The workpiece considered exhibits only circular segments of 60 degrees. This is a small
section of the circumference. The binary contour image will, even when viewed
optimally, exhibit almost no curve. Therefore it is difficult to classify it as an elliptical
segment.

Also the problem of viewing a 3D scene and representing it by a 2D image is of
importance. That was the reason why a "relatively sharp" angle was defined. In some
cases this still produces wrong results because of the viewing angle of the camera.

The developed method is tested with both real and synthetic images. The real images
were of very low quality which resulted in poor extraction of elliptical conics. In the case
of synthetic images, which were of better quality, the results were remarkable better.

The Kalman filter did not produce results probably due to a bug in the implementation.
Also the Kalman filter is unstable when the data is corrupted with too much noise. In the
case of the Esprit project, the data is not exact enough so even when the Kalman filter
works properly the filter will be instable. As could be seen in the first example, the first
estimate of the ellipse (the conic) is already very accurate.

Although the results of the synthetic images were better, some adjustments are advisable.
The merge algorithm not always chooses the best option. As stated in Chapter 2, this is
due to the locality and simplicity of the merge criterion. Furthermore, the merge
algorithm can not deal with big occlusions. In most cases the merge algorithm produces
good results.

An advantage is that the total ellipse detection program IS highly modular which is
convenient if the algorithms need to be changed.
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5 Recommendations
As mentioned in the conclusions it is problably much easier to enhance the grey images
with better lighting. Also a better edge detector is possible. Last but not least is the
matter of focussing the camera more on the important part of the object. This is of great
importance. The reason for this is the following: The ellipse contour segment is only
1I6th of the total circumference of the ellipse. This is already a problem. If due to bad
focussing the l/6th contour segment is only partially visible, the segment is even smaller
and perceptually almost not visable. This complicates the extraction enormously.

Regarding the method itself the following recommendations can be made.

1) As mentioned in Chapter 2, the variables fix could be determined more accurately.
Also the last item of the second version of the merge algorithm can be improved.
The results of these improvements are expected minimal.

2) One could use the geometric data of the objects. This is specific information which
can only be used in this project.

3) The program can be made partial manually by for example selecting edge chains
which are to be merged. The goal of the project was to automaticly recognize
objects so this option is not desired.

4) Using knowledge of other modules in the project about the type or dimensions of
the object. This could be useful if the straight line extraction module has already
extracted some information about the object.

-- ---5)--As-pointed-out-in-ehapter-2,to-choose-every-option-if-ther-e-are-more-possibilities-
to merge two edge chains.

6) Circles in 3D are projected in 2D as ellipses with only 4 parameters. So in stead
of searching for a conic fit one can immediately search for a elliptical fit. Now
only four parameters need to be estimated so a better estimate is possible with the
same amount of data.

7) Because the Kalman filter is highly instable when the data is corrupted with too
much noise, a simple least Squares method can produce may be just as good
results.
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segment. Thereafter try to fit ellipses through every possible combinations of
segments. In that way wrong merged segments are discovered.
This is the best option which should be tried.
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